ZOO SCAVENGER HUNT!
Grades 1–3

Find an animal that...

has fur ____________________________
has scales __________________________
has wings but cannot fly __________________
can swim ____________________________
climbs ______________________________
is one color _________________________
has many colors ______________________
has claws ____________________________
has no tail ____________________________
has spots ____________________________
is adapted for the cold __________________
eats hay ______________________________
eats meat ______________________________
eats insects ____________________________
eats leaves ____________________________
is a predator __________________________
looks like a rock _______________________
lives in groups _________________________
lives alone ____________________________

Next Generation Science Standards
LS1.A
LS1.B
LS2.D
LS4.C

Crosscutting Concepts
• Patterns
• Structure and Function

Maryland College and Career-ready Standards
W.1-3.8